
Clay Instruction Sheet 

1. Bash your clay, it will become more workable. 

2. Use the mat provided to work on, it will help the clay stay workable. 

3. Tear your clay, with the clay you aren’t using at the moment cover it with plastic wrap. 

4. When attaching pieces together you will use a technique called scoring. Scoring is roughing up the two 

areas you’re trying to connect (tic tac toe pattern). 

5. When attaching: You will score and wet the two pieces you’re trying to connect, when connecting 

them you will press them together and hold until it is attached. 

6. To smooth out the cracks in the clay dip your finger in water and carefully smooth it out (use a very 

small amount of water). 

7. Once your piece is complete, carefully lay plastic wrap on top of it to slow down the process of the clay 

drying (if the clay dries too fast it will crack). 

8. It should take up to two weeks to dry before painting. Once a week goes by take the plastic wrap off 

and allow it to continue to dry. 
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Fun Time Pottery online video tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5r95j1OymA 

 

 

1. Tear the piece of clay in half. 

2. Wrap the smaller half in the cling wrap to keep it from drying out. 

3. With the second half bash and roll into a cylinder.       

 

 

 

 

 

4. Push your thumb into the bottom of the cylinder to create a hollow 

centre. 

 

5. Smooth out all the cracks and bumps with a bit of water on your fingers.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5r95j1OymA


6. Set aside the hollow cylinder.  

 

7. Grab the clay you set aside in the beginning, pinch off and roll out three 

round circles around the same size (eyes and nose). 

 

8. Using your toothpick score the eyes and mouth onto the cylinder body.  

  

9. Smooth your eyes and nose to your cylinder.  

     

10. Use your toothpick to make a mouth. First indent with the toothpick where you would like the mouth 

to be. Next roll the toothpick up from the bottom to create a bottom lip. 

     

 

11. Use the remaining clay and roll It into a circle. 

 

 

 



12. Push the clay down with your palm creating the hat of the mushroom. Do not push the hat depth 

smaller than the width of your finger.  

 

13. On your circle use your toothpick to draw out a hat shape.  

 

14. Once pleased with your hat shape cut it out by using your toothpick. Next smooth the hat out. 

 

15. Score the hat onto the cylinder body and bend the ends of the hat up or down for your desired shape.  

    

16. Next add any other detail you wish with the toothpick such as pupils, eyelashes, or eyebrows. 

   

 

 



 

17. Use your toothpick to clearly write your name or initials on the bottom. 

  

18. Cover the complete mushroom with cling wrap and let it dry for a couple days. You may check on the 

clay and if any cracks have appeared you can easily smooth it out with your finger. Cover again for a 

total of two weeks before painting and returning to be fired at Fun Time Pottery!   

 

  


